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In this paper we introduce the notion of a level grammar and a level anguage. 
We define an extension to the extended efinable sets and we characterize 
ALGOL-like languages, extended efinable sets, and extensions of those as 
languages generated by level grammars with different kinds of restrictions on 
the productions and the use of productions. Finally we investigate some 
relations between the families defined. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Ginsburg and Rice (1962) introduced the notion of definable sets (ALGOL-  
like languages), by using formal systems of equations used to define con- 
stituent parts of ALGOL 60 (Naur, 1960). Ginsburg and Rice (1962) showed 
that the family of definable sets coincides with the family of context-free 
languages and they also pointed out that significant classes of programs 
in ALGOL were not representable as definable sets. 
Rose (1964) then introduced the notion of extended definable sets, 
obtained by a greater class of formal systems generating languages. No 
characterization f extended efinable sets by systems imilar to context-free 
grammars has been given up to now. 
Also Herman (1973) has defined an extension of the definable sets, the 
socalled simple recurrence languages, and shown that this family coincides 
with the family of EOL languages (see, e.g., Herman and Rozenberg, 1974). 
In this paper we introduce the notion of level grammars which is defined 
as context-free grammars, except that production rules are specified for 
all symbols (like for EOL-systems) and that the use of productions is 
restricted by the association of a so-called level number to each symbol 
in the sentential forms. 
In this framework we are able to characterize the definable, extended 
definable, simple recurrence, and extended recurrence languages by simple 
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restrictions on the level grammars and the use of productions. The latter 
family, extended recurrence languages, is an extension of extended efinable 
sets in the same way as simple recurrence languages are an extension of 
definable sets. 
Finally we investigate the relations between the families mentioned above. 
2. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS 
The following five definitions define notions introduced by Rose (1964). 
DEFINITION 1. A (n-ary) format is any triple (27; ~; F) where 27 (the 
alphabet) is a finite set of symbols, ~ is a n-tuple (~1 ,..., ~:~) of symbols 
(called variables) not in 27, and F is a n-tuple (F 1 ,..., F~) of finite subsets 
of (27 u {~1 ,-.., &})*" 
DEFINITION 2. The generating function gz;e;F for a given (n-ary) format 
(27; {;F)  is defined thus: For each n-tuple W = (W 1 .... , W~) of finite 
subsets of (Z' td {~:1 ,.-., ~:,})*, 
u 
o RZI~(W) aERz;~IWl 
where R~;e(w) is the set of all substitutions ~ such that, for each x ~ 27, 
o(x) ~- {x} and ~r(~) is a subset of Wi with at most one element (1 ~ i ~ n). 
DEFINITION 3. The approximating sequence E(k)-~ (El(h),... , E~(k)), 
(k~I)  for a given (n-ary) format  (27; ~;F )  is defined thus: E~(0)=~o 
(1 ~ i~n) ,  and for all k>O E(k) =gz,~:F(E(k--1)). The n-tuple 
E = (U~>0 Ea(k),..., ~)~>0 En(k)) is said to be generated by (27; ~; F). 
DEFINITmN 4. A language L C X* is said to be extended definable if it 
is the nth coordinate of the n-tuple generated by some (n-ary) format. We 
will denote the family of extended efinable sets as o~Er ~ . 
DEFINITION 5. The polynomial function Pz;e;F for a given (n-ary) format 
(21; {:;F) is defined thus: For each n-tuple W = (W~ ..... W~) of finite 
subsets of (2? u {~:1 .... , {:~})* 
pz;~;r(W) = (SeV:(F~),..., Se~(F~)), 
where Se w is the substitution a such that, for each x ~ T_,, a(x) ----- {x} and 
. (~)  = w~.  
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The following theorems belong to Rose (1964) and Ginsburg and Rice 
(1962). 
THEOREM 1. -/J language L C_ 27* is definable (defined by Ginsburg and Rice, 
1962) if and only if it is the n-th coordinate for the minimal fixpoint (mfp) 
of the polynomial function px;e;e for some (n-dry) format (27; s¢; F). 
The mfp for Pz;e;~ is D = (D~ ,..., D~) = ((Jk~>0 DI(h),..., (Jk~>0 Dn(h)) 
where Di(O ) = 9 (1 <~ i ~ n) and for all k >~ 1 
D(k) = px;eF(D(k --1)). 
We will denote the family of definable sets by ~'D • 
THEOREM 2. The family o~ D equals the family of context-free languages 
( ~cF ). 
I f  we use the notion from Definition 1 and 5 we can give the following 
definition of the simple recurrence languages introduced by Herman (1973). 
DEFINITION 6. A recurrence system is a 4-tuple R = (N; ~; F; a), where 
(27; ~:; F) is a (n-dry) format and a = (~1 ,..., an) is a n-tuple of finite subsets 
of 27*. 
We define the simple recurrence language L(R) of R by 
L(R) = (,J D,'(h), 
k>/o 
where D'(k) = (DI'(h),..., D~'(k)) is defined inductively by D'(0) = (al ,.-., an), 
and for h >/ 1 D'(k) = pE;e;v(D'(k -- 1)). The family of simple recurrence 
languages i denoted by ~SR • AS simple recurrence languages are an extension 
to the definable languages, we will define an extension to the extended 
definable languages as follows. 
DEFINITION 7. Let R = (27; ~:;F; a) be a recurrence system. The 
extended recurrence language Le(R ) of R is defined by 
LE(R) = U E.'(k), 
k>/o 
where E'(k) = (El'(k),... , E~'(k)) is defined inductively by E'(0) = (al .... , ~n), 
and for k /> 1 E'(k) ~ gz;e;F(E'(k- 1)). We will denote the family of 
extended recurrence languages by ~R.  
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PROVOSITmN 1. For every recurrence system R = (Z; ~; F; ~) there exists 
a recurrence system R = (27; ~; F; &) such that 
(i) For all 1 ~ i ~ ~, F i does not contain ~, 
(ii) for all 1 ~ i ~ ~, &i does not contain ~, and 
(iii) Le(R) = Le(R)\{h}. 
Proof. Let R = (Z; ~1,..., ~ ;F1, . - . ,F .  ; %, . ,  a~) be an arbitrary 
recurrence system and let E'(k) = (El'(k),..., En'(k)) , k ~ I, be defined as in 
Definition 7. 
For k >~ 0, let 
rr(k) = {i] a e Ei'(k)}. 
I f  ~r(kl)= ~r(k2) then rr(k I - J r - l )= rr(k2-}-1). This follows because, if 
i e ~r(k 1 -}- 1) then there is a word x inFi  such that x = ~il~i = -" ~i,~, m ~ 0, 
where ~ e E~(kl) for 1 ~ j ~ m. Now if ~r(kl) = ~r(k2) then a e E~(k2) for 
1 ~< j ~ m which means that i ~ ~r(ki q- 1). Since ~r(k) C {1 ..... n}, there 
must exist la k 1 and a k~ such that rr(kl) = rr(ka) and k 1 ~ k~. 
Let p and q be integers such that 0 ~p < q and r r (p )= ~r(q). Let  
d = q - -p .  Now let /~ =- ( I ;  ~1 ,'", ~nd+l ;I~1 ..... Fnd+l ;81 ..... 8na+l ) be 
the recurrence system defined as follows: 
(i) For 0 ~ i <~ n - -  1, Fid+l = U °'(Fi+l)\{a}' 
aeM a 
(ii) For2~j~d,  0~i~n- - l , F~a+j -= ~ a(Fi+~)\{~}, 
aEMj-- 1 
(iii) F..+~ -= {~(.-i)~+~ ,---, ~..}, 
where M r i 1 ~ r ~ d, is the set of all substitutions a such that, for each 
x e 27, a (x )= {x} and a(~i) is either ~{i-x)a+,. or A (~ only if i ~ ~( p + r - -  1)). 
(iv) For 0 ~ i ~ n --  1, &ia+~ == E~+,(p)\{a}, 
(v) For0~i~n- - l ,2~j~d,& ia+o=% 
(vi) a,e+l = U Ej(i)\{a}. 
The following equations hold true for 0 ~ i ~ n - -  1, 1 ~ j ~ d, and 
0 ~ r. (See Table I.) 
R'a+a(rd + j -- 1)= E~+,(p + rd + j --  1)\{)~}. (1) 
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We show (1) by induction on k-= rd - [ - j  ~> 1, where 1 ~ j ~< d. Assume 
that j=  1 and r =0.  For 0<~i~<n- -1  we then have E'a+l(0 ) = 
&ia+l : Ei+I(P)\{A}. Assume that (1) holds true for k = r f l+ j l .  Then 
there are two possibilities: 
(a) Jl : d, and therefore k + 1 = (r 1 + 1)d + 1. Then for 0 ~< i ~< 
n - -  1, w ~ E~a+~((rl + 1)d), iff there exist a word Wl~qaw2~i~a'" ~i~awk+l in 
- -  * , A_  - -  - - t  m Fia+l , where w~ ~ 27 for 1 ~ m ~ k , 1 and words w~ E E, a(rf l  + d - -  1) 
for 1 ~ m ~ k, such that Cm~ = w~z if i~t = i~2 and w = wlwlw~w2"" wkwk+l 
iff there exists a word wl '~wz '~q .." ~iw'k+l in Fi+I\{A}, where w~' ~ (27 t3 
{~ .... , ~-}\{~q .... ' ~'k})* for 1 ~< m ~ k + 1, and h e Et ' (p  + r~d + d - -  1) 
if ~t occurs in some of the words w~', and there exist words Nm 6 Ei,,+ I
(p+r ld+d- -1 )  for l~m~k,  such that wml=wm~i f i~=im~ and 
w ~ WlWaWzWz "" w~+x, where w~ is the word we obtain by substituting 
h for all occurrences of ~t, 1 <~ t ~< n, in w,( iff w ~ E~+I( p + (r~ + 1)d)\{A}. 
(b) .h < d, and therefore k + 1 = r~d +j~ + 1. Then for 0 ~< i
n -  1 we can show that E~a+h+~(r~d +j~)= E'+~(p + rld +j~)\{A} in a 
ng 
similar way. Because of Eq. (1), E'~a+~(r) = (J,=(~-l~a+~ E '(r - -  1) for r >/ 1, 
~--1  , . 
and E-;~+~(0) = U,=o E.  (,) we have that L~(R)\{;~} CL~(/~). To show the 
Other inclusion it suffices to  show •that for 0 <~ i ~< n - -1 ,  1 ~<j ~< d, 
0 <~ r, 0 < s < d, and 0 ~ t = rd + j - -  1 - -  s the following inclusion 
holds true: 
~;~+~(t) c_c_ ~h+~(rd + j - ~). (2) 
For i e I let W(i)  denote the n-tuPle (E/ ( rd + j "  1),..., E~,_~)a+~(rd + j - -  1)) 
where i=rd+j - - l ,  and 1 ~<j~<d.  Let r  >~0, 1 ~<j~d,  0<s  <d,  
and0<~t- - rd+j - - l - - s .  Then '~ 
- - t  (E,+~(0),..., - '  E~._I)~+,+~(0)) = (~,. . . ,  ~)  _~ w(,)  
and therefore because of the Construction of 
/•t - - t  _ _  ( ~+2(1),..., E~_~)a+~+2(1)) C W(s + 1) 
iEa'(d - -  s - -  1),..,, E~a(d - -  s ,  1)) _ w(a  - 1) 
(E~' ( ra  - ~ - 1), . . . ,  E ;d ( rd  - -  s - 1)) c w(ra  - 1) 
+j  --  s - -  1) ..... E[~_l)a+~(rd + j  - - s  - -  1)) _C W(rd + j  - -  1). 
This inclusion is equivalent o inclusion (2). 
643[26]I-7 
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COROLLARY. For a given recurrence system R it is decidable whether Le(R) 
contains A or not. 
DEFINITION 8. An EOL-system is a 4-tuple G = (V, P, w, Z), where V 
(the alphabet) is a finite set of symbols, P (the productions) is a finite subset 
of P((V, V*)), such that for every A ~ V, there exists a x ~ V* such that 
(A, x) is in P, w (the axiom) is a word in V + (it is no restriction to assume 
that w ~ V), and Z' (the terminal alphabet) is a subset of V. 
DEFINITION 9. The EOL-language L(G) of an EOL-system G- -  
(V, P, w, z) is 
L(G) = {x ~ Z* l w ~ x}, 
where ~a is the transitive and reflexive closure of ~c  defined by z =~a Y iff 
there exist u 1,.. . ,u k in V and v 1,. . . ,v k in V* such that z =u 1. . .u  k, 
y=va, . . . , vk ,  and (ui,vi) is in P for each 1 < i~k .  The following 
theorem belongs to Herman (1973). 
THEOREM 3. The family 5SR equals the family of EOL-languages (~-EOL). 
3. LEVEL GRAMMARS AND LEVEL LANGUAGES 
DEFINITION 10. A level grammar is a 4-tuple G = (V, P, S, Z) where 
V is the alphabet, P (the productions) is a finite subset of •((V, V*)), S e V 
is the start symbol, and Z'_C V is the terminal alphabet. 
DEFINITION 11. We say that w(A, n)w' directly yields w(Aa, n + 1)" -  
(A~,n+l )w '  in G (w(A ,n)w '~aw(A l ,n+l ) ' " (A~,n+l )w ' )  if 
w, w '~(V , I ) *  and (A,A a ... ~/k)~P. *~a is the transitive and reflexive 
closure of =>a • As usual we will write => and ~ if it is clear which grammar 
G is involved. 
DEFINITION 12. The level language L(G) is generated by a level grammar 
a = (V,P,  S ,~)  if 
L(G) = h((~o ~ (V, I)* I (S, O) ~ w)) c~ Z*, 
where h: (V,I)*--~ V* is a partial function only defined on strings, where 
all variables are associated with the same level number n e L 
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More specifically h is defined as follows: 
(1) h(A) = a. 
(2) For all Ax .... , A~ c V and n e 1, h((Ax , n)..- (Ak, iv/)) = A1."  Ale. 
(3)  For all other strings in (V, I) +, h is undefined. 
We have that 
L(G) = [,.J [h({w e (V, n)* I (S, 0) *~ w}) c~ 2?*] = U L(G, n). 
n~0 ~>/0 
We say that L(G, n) is the language of level n generated by G. 
~XAMPLE 1. Let G = ({S, a, b}, {(S, ab), (a, aa), (b, b), (b, bb)}, S, {a, b}). 
Then 
L(G, O) = 
L(G, 1) = {ab} 
L(G, 2)  = {aab, aabb} 
L(G, n) = {a2"-'b i I 1 <~ i <~ 2 n-a} 
L(G) = U L(G, n) = {aZ"b i [ n >~ O,1 <~ i <~ 2"}. 
n >/O 
The family of level languages will be denoted by ~L  • 
It is easy to check that the following theorem is true. 
TUEOREM 4. ~LL = ~-EOL (= ~R)" 
DEFINITION 13. Let G = (V, P, S, Z) be a level grammar. We write 
wl(A,n)%(A,n) "" wle_l(A,n)w ~~ e %ww~w "" wk_lww~ if wi e ((V, I)\(A, n))* 
(1 ~< i ~< k) and (d, n) ~ w. ~e is again the transitive and reflexive closure 
of ~p.  We say that w derives w' in parallel if w *=>e w'. 
DEFINITION 14. The parallel level language Le(G ) generated by a level 
grammar G = (V, P, S, 2:) is 
Le(G) = h({w e (V, I)* ] (S, 0) *~ w}) c~ 2:*. 
p 
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Again Lp(G) = U Lp(G, n), where 
n~>O 
L],(G, n) = h({w e (V, n)* i (S, O) ~ w}) n X*. 
P 
EXAMPLE 2. Let G be the level grammar from Example 1. Then 
L~o(G, O) =- ~, 
Lv(G, 1) = {ab} 
Lv(G, 2) = {aab, aabb} 
Lv( G , 3) = { aaaab, aaaabb, aaaabbbb } 
L,(G, n) -~ {a2"-lb 2'-x ] 1 ~ i ~ n} 
L,(G) = U Lz(G, n) = {a2"b~' J 0 < i < n}. 
The family of parallel level languages is denoted by o~w. L . 
We will now give a normal form for a level grammar. 
DEFINITION 15. A level grammar G- - (V ,  P, S, 27) is said to be in 
normal form if there exists a special symbol # in V\27 such that 
(1) P is a finite subset of P((N, N* u 27)) tJ P((Z u {#}, #))  and 
(2) S ~ N, where N -~ Vl27 (3 {#}. 
PROPOSITION 2. For every level grammar G there exists a level grammar G' 
in normal form such that L(G) = L(G') and Le(G) = Lp(G'). 
Proof. Let G = (V, P, S, 27) be an arbitrary level grammar. Let 27' ---- 
{A' I A E 27} be disjoint from V. If y = xlAxx 2 ... xk_lA~_lXk, where A i ~ Z 
(1 ~ i~k- -  1) and x i~(V1Z)*  (1 ~ i~k)  then we will denote 
XlAl'x2 "" x~_aA'k_lx ~by y'. 
Now define G'= (V', P', S',27), which will be in normal form, as 
follows: 
v'= vu  ~'u{#} (#¢vuz'). 
(I) For all (A, x) ~ P, (A', x') ~ P'; 
(II) For all A ~ 27, (A', A) ~ P" and (A, #)  ~ P';  
(III) (#, #) ~ P'. 
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Only those ordered pairs are in P '  which are defined to be there in virtue 
of (I)-(II I). 
We will prove that Le(G ) =Le(G '  ). The equation L(G)=L(G ' )  is 
proved in the same way. 
Let x ~Le(G), then there exists a sequence Wo, Wl ,..., we of words in 
(V , I ) *  such that w o=(S ,O) ,  w i~aewi+l  for 0~<i~<k- -  1, and 
h(w~) = x. Because of (I) and (II) above we then have that there exists a 
sequence %, v 1,..., vk+ ~ of words in (V ' , I )*  such that %-- (S ' ,O) ,  
Vi ~G'P Vi+l for 0 ~< i ~< k + j  --  1, h(vk) == h(wk)' ~ x' and h(vk+~) = x. 
This proves that Lp(G)C_Lp(G'). 
Now let x ELp(G'), then there exists a sequence vo , v~ ..... v~ of words 
in (V ' , I )  such that v 0 =(S ' ,0 ) ,  v i~a ,ev i+ l  for 0~<i~<k- -1  and 
h(vk) -~ x. Assume that v~ E (Z, n)*. Then there exists a sequence %',..., %' 
such that v 0' = (S', 0), v i' ~a'p vi+l for 0 ~< i ~< p --  1, %' E (Z', n --  1)* 
and h(%') =- x'. Because of (I) and (II) above we then have that there exists 
a sequence w0 ,..., w~ such that wo ~ (S, 0), wi ~ae  wi+l for 0 ~< i ~< p --  1, 
and h(w~) = x. 
THEOREM 5. ~PLL = ffER" 
Proof. Let R = (Z; ~1 ..... ~n ;FI,-'.,Fn ; ~i .... ,an) be an arbitrary 
recurrence system, and LE(R ) = U~>o E~'(k) the corresponding extended 
recurrence language. Let Z '  = {A' I A ~ Z} be disjoint from Z tJ {~1 .... , ~,}. 
Because of Proposition 1 we can, without loss of generality, assume that 
for all 1 ~ i ~ n, A is neither in Fi nor in ~i- 
We now define G = (V, P, S, Z) as follows: 
v = ~ u 2 '  u {~:, ~ ,..., ~n) u {#}. 
(I) For all A ~ Z w {#}, (A, #)  is in P; 
(II) For all A E Z, (A', A') and (A', A) are in P; 
(II I) For a l l l  ~<i~<nandy~F i , ( f~ ,y ' ) i s inP ;  
(IV) For a l l l  <~i~<nandy~ai , ( f i , y )  i s inP ;  
These are the only productions in P. 
For 1 ~ i ~< n, let Gi -~ (V, P, ~t, Z). 
We prove by induction on j that, for 1 ~ i ~ n 
Lp(Gi ,j) = E i ' ( j -  1). (1) 
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Assume that j  = 1. Then 
w eLe(G i ,  1) iff w ~ Z + ^  (sei, w) e P iff w e ~i iff w e E((O). 
Assume that (1) holds true for al l j  ~< m and 1 ~< i ~< n. Then 
w~G(G,  m q- 1) 
iff there exist a production (~i, AI 'A2 . . . .  dk '  ) ~ P, where di '  ~ 27' u 
{~:1, ~:z .... , ~:~} and words wq , 1 <~ q ~ k, such that wq = Aq if Aq" ~ .Y,', 
wq eLe(Gi~ , m) if Aq' - -  ~i~, wq = Wq~ if A'ql = A'q=, and w = w~w= ".. w~ 
iff there exist a word A~Az ' "A~F~ and words %,  1 ~<q~<k,  such 
that wq = A~ i fAq ~ X, w~ ~ E~(m --  1) ifA~ = ~i~, wql = w% ifAq~ = A%,  
and w = w~w= "' w~ iff w ~ Ei(m). This proves that ~a  C ~LL .  
To prove the other inclusion consider an arbitrary level grammar G = 
(V, P, S, ~). We know that there exists a level grammar G' in normal form 
such that Le(G) -~ Le(G'). We can assume that 
G' = ({~,  ~= ,..., ~,} u 2 ,  e ' ,  f , ,  2 ) .  
Now define a recurrence system 
R = (~; $1, $~,..., ~,  ; F~, . . . , F ,  ; ~ .... , ~,), 
where Fi -- {w ~ (V lZ)*  I (~i , w) E P'} and ai ~- {w ~ Z, u q~ ] ({i , w) ~ P'}. 
For 1 <~ i <~ n, let Gi' ---- ({$~, ~ ,..., ~} u Z, P' ,  ( , ,  Z). We prove by 
induction on j that, for 1 ~< i ~< n 
Lp(Gi ' , j )  = E, ' ( j  - -  1). (2) 
Assume that j = 1. Then 
w cLp(Gi '  , 1) iff (~i, w) is in P '  and w c X* iff w c ~ iff w c Ei'(O ). 
Assume that (2) holds true for all ]~<m and 1 ~<i~<n.  Then 
w ~Lp(Gi'  , m q- l) iff there exist a production (~:i, Sell ~:i~ -.. ~i k) in P '  and 
words wq , 1 ~ q ~ k such that w~ eL~(G~q, m), wql = wq~ if ~i~1 = ~i~ , 
and w --  wlw 2 "" w~ iff there exist a word ~q~i= "'" ~i~ in Fi and words wq , 
1 ~< q ~< k, such that Wq ~E~o(m --  1), wql = w% if ~:i, 1 = ~io2, and w = 
waw2 "'" wn iff w ~ Ei(m). This completes the proof of Theorem 5. 
As a consequence of the constructions in the proof of Theorem 5 we have 
the following corollary. 
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COROLLARY 1. For every recurrence system R -~ (Z; ~; F; a) there exists a 
recurrence system R' ~- (X; ~'; F ' ;  ~') such that F'  -~ (FI' , .... F~') is a n-tuple 
of finite subsets of {~l' , .... ~n'}*, and for all 1 ~ i ~ n, oq' is empty or consists 
of a single element in Z, and L~(R) ~- LE(R' ). 
Remark. It  can be shown that Corollary 1 remains true if we write 
L(R) = L(R') instead ofLe(R) = LE(R'). This is indeed already pointed out 
by Herman (1973). 
DEFINITION 16. A restricted level grammar G ~ (V, P, S, 27) is a level 
grammar as defined in Definition 10 with the restriction that for all A ~ 27, 
(A, A) ~ P. 
PROPOSITION 3. I f  G = (V, P, S, Z) is a restricted level grammar then 
there exists a grammar G' ~- (V', P', S', 27) such that for all A ~ 27, (A, A) 
is the only production in P with A as the first component, L(G) = L(G') and 
Lp(G) = Lp(G'). 
Proof. Let G ~ (V, P, S, Z') be an arbitrary restricted level grammar. 
Define G' = (V', P',  S', Z) as follows. 
v'  = {A'I A~ V)u  Z, 
(I) For all (A, x) ~ P, (A', x') ~ P', 
(II) for all A ~ Z', (A', A) and (A, A) is in P'.  
These are the only productions in P'.  
We will prove that L(G) -~ L(G'). The equation Lv(G) -~ Lp(G') is proved 
in the same way. 
It is clear from the definition that L(G) C_ L(G'). Now let x ~ L(G'), then 
there exists a sequence w 0 , w 1 ,..., w~ of words in (V', I )* such that w o ---- 
(S', 0), wi =~o' wi+l for 0 ~ i ~ k --  1, and h(w~) ~ x. I f  we remove the 
markers in all the words w i then we get a sequence v0 ,..., v~ of words in 
(V, I )*  such that v 0 ~ (S, 0), vi ~a  Vi+l for 0 ~ i ~ k - -  1, (this is trivially 
true if the production used is defined in (I). I f  a production defined in (II) 
is used it remains true because we know that (A, A )~ P for all A ~ 27), 
and h(vk) = x. 
This completes the proof. 
The family of restricted (parallel) level languages is denoted by 
~'RLL(~RPLL). 
THEOREM 6. ~'RLL = ~'  (=  °~'D). 
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Proof. Easy to check. 
THEOREM 7: *~RPLL = ~ED" 
Proof. Let (27; sel ," ' ,  sen ;/71 ,'",/?n) be an arbitrary (n-ary) format, and 
E(k) = (Ex(k),..., E,n(k)) the approximating sequence. We define G = 
(V, P, S, 27) as follows. 
V = ~ U {sel , ~2 , '" ,  sen}" 
(I) For all A EX, (A, A) is in P; 
(II) for all 1 ~< i ~ n, and y EF i ,  (sei ,Y) is in P. 
These are the only productions in P. 
S- -  se~. 
For 1 ~ i ~ n, let G i = (V, P, see, X). We prove by induction on j that, 
fo r l  ~i~n 
L~(Ge , j )  = Ei( j) .  (3) 
Assume that j = O. Then 
Lp(Ge , O) = ~ = EdO). 
Assume that (3) holds true for j  ~ m and 1 ~ i ~ n. Then w ~L~(Gi ,  m + 1) 
iff there exist a word A1A ~ ... Ak in V* such that (sei , A1A2 "'" A~) ~ P, and 
words wq, 1 ~q~k such that w a- - -Aq  if Aq~27, wq~Lv(Gi~ ,m)  if 
Aa -~ see~, %,  = w% if Aq, = A,~, and w = %w2 "'" wk iff there exist a 
word A1A ~ ... A k in Fi and words wa , 1 ~ q ~ k such that wa = Aq if 
A a ~ Z, w a ~ Eq(m) if A~ -~ sei~, w% = w% if Aa~ = A%,  and w = wlw 2 ... w~ 
iff w ~ Ei(m -}- 1). This proves that ~D C ~RPLL • 
Now let G = (V, P, S, 27) be an arbitrary restricted level grammar. 
We can assume that V -- {6 ,..., ~:~} WZ' and S = sen. 
I f  S ~ 27, then Lv(G ) ~ {S} ~ ~n because (S, S) is the only production 
for S. 
I f  S ~ Z then define an n-ary format (27; ~1 ,..., sen ; F1 ,..., Fn), where 
Fi = {w I (see, w) is in P}. 
Now we can use the same proof as above to show that 
Lv(Gi , j )  = Ei( j )  for al l j  >/0,  and 1 ~ i ~ n. 
This completes the proof of ~D ~ ~RPLL " 
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4. SOME RELATIONS BETWEEN THE FAMILIES 
THEOREM 8. ~'RLL ~ ~L-  
Proof. From Theorems 6 and 4 we know that ~'RLL = ~'cr and "JLL = 
~OL-  The theorem follows now from the fact that ~'cv ~ ~OL (see, e.g., 
Herman and Rozenberg, 1974). 
THEOREM 9. ~'RLL C ~RPLL. 
Proof. We know that ~'RLL = ~D and ~RPLL = ~ED from Theorems 6
and 7, respectively. From Rose (1964) we know that ~I3 C ~I ) ,  which 
completes the proof. 
THEOREM 10. ~LL ~ ~PLL" 
Proof. Let G = (V, P, S, 27) be an arbitrary level grammar in normal 
form. Let t = max{I w I ] 3A e V: (A, w) ~ P}. Define G' = (V', P', S', X) 
as follows. 
V' = ~ {A m, A(~),..., A")} u Z. 
A~ VlZ 
(I) If (A, A1A ~ "'" A~) is a production in P where 0 ~ k ~< t and 
A i~V\Zfor  1 ~<i~<k then, for all 1 ~<i~<t, (A(i), -*ldm//c2)~ ...A~k)) 
is a production in P'. 
(II) If (A,B) is in P and 21~V\Z, B~27then, for all 1 ~ i~<t ,  
(A (O, B) is in P'. 
(III) If (A,B) is in P and A~27then (A,B m) is in P'. These are 
the only productions in P'. S' = S a). We can now show that 
L(a) = L~(a') (= L(a')). (4) 
For each A ~ V define 
GA = (V ,P ,&Z) ,  
and for each A ~ V' define 
GA' = (V ' ,P ' ,A ,Z) .  
Now we prove by induction on j that, for all 1 ~< i ~< t and all A ~ V, 
L( G.4 , j )  = Lp( G'£o , j) (= L( G ~,, , j)  ). (5) 
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Let j=  1. ThenwEL(GA,  1)iffw ~X* ^  (A ,w)~P i f fw  ~2~* A (A (i), w) ~ P' 
for all 1 ~< i ~< t iff w~Le(GA, , ,  1) (A w~L(G~, , ,  1)) for all 1 ~< i ~< t. 
Now assume that (5) holds true for j=m/> 1 and 1 ~<i~t .  Then 
w ~L(GA, m + 1) iff there exist a word A1A~. ". Ae E (V1Z)* (G is in normal 
form) such that (A, AIA~ "'" Ae) ~ P, and words wq ~L(GA , m), 1 ~ q <~ k 
such that w = wlw 2 "" we iff there exist a word AIA ~ .." A e ~ (VIX)* such 
that for all 1 ~ i ~ t, (d(i), --l~(x)z(2)~z "'" A(k e)) ~ P' and words wq ~L( G'A~) , m), 
1 ~q~k,  such that w =wlw 2' ' 'we (iff wEL(GA.) ,m+ 1) for all 
1 ~ i ~ t) iff there exist a word A1A2 "'" Ae ~ (V\2)* such that for all 
1 ~ i ~ t, ~(A (i), A(~)~(2)1 "~z "'" A(k e)) ~ P' and words wq ~L(G~)  , m) 1 ~ q ~ k 
such that wq~ = w% if A(q~P : A (q2)% (this can never happen!) and w = 
wlw 2 "" w e iff w 6 Lp( GAm , m q- l) for all 1 ~ i ~ t. 
Equation (4) is now established by 
L(G) = U L(G, n) = U L(Gs , n) = ~J Le(G's,. , n) = U Lp(G', n) 
n n n n 
= Lp(G') (=  L(G')). 
The inclusion is proper because the language L 1 = {(ab~) ~" [ m, n >/0} is 
not in the family ~5 (Herman, to appear) but is parallel generated by the 
following (restricted) level grammar 
G = ({S, B, a, b), {(S, SS), (S, a), (S, aB), (B, bB), (B, b), 
(a, a), (b, b)}, S, {a, b}). 
THEOREM 11. ~RPLL ~ ~LL" 
Proof. The inclusion is true by definition. That it is proper follows 
from the language 
L 2 = {anbna n In ~ 1}, 
which does not belong to ~PRLL (= ~ED) (see, e.g., Rose, •964) but is 
parallel generated by the following level grammar in normal form 
G =({A,A ' ,B ,B ' ,a ,b ,#,S} ,  
{(.4, AA'), (A, a), (A', A'), (A', a), (B, BB'), (B, b), (B', B'), 
(B', b), (a, #),  (b, #),  (#, #),  (S, ABA)}, S, {a, b}). 
THEOREM 12. The families ~L and ~RPLL are  incomparable. 
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Proof. The language L 1 from above belongs to ffRPLL\~LL and L 2 belongs 
to ~L\~RPLL • 
Theorems 8-12 can be summarized in the following diagram: 
~L 
~PLL 
© 
~LL 
©  
°~'It PL L • 
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